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Abstract
A major problem for today's cartographer is in the realm of cartographic automation,
where paper, or analog, maps are scanned into digital form and edited into a final
cartographic product. Of the many hurdles in this endeavor, are the problems in raster to
vector conversion. This problem results in an in-exact fit from the source map to the final
digital product, producing linework that does not match exactly. This inexactness causes
obstacles later on during the object/feature matching phase of the automation process.
To deal with the problems of inexact matches of objects, a method must be used to
determine shape of objects, with enough flexibility to increase matches with poor quality
input. The inexactness may be represented in scale, translation and rotation and noise of
true map objects.
The ideal tool for studying stationary signals is the Fourier transform. In other words,
stationary signals decompose canonically into linear combinations of waves (sines and
cosines). In the same way, signals that are not stationary decompose into linear
combinations of wavelets. (Meyer, 1993)
1. Introduction
The goal of this study is to investigate automatic object recognition in unconstrained
environments. Years ago, Marvin Minsky’s group at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology’s artificial intelligence lab was to solve the problem of vision for robots. The
challenge was to construct a robot the can perceive its environment and to perform
specific tasks. Their first attempts were unsuccessful, and showed how difficult this
process is. It is not solved today. What, then, does a computer vision need to emulate to
perceive its environment?
They are (Meyer, 1993):
-The recognition of the contour of objects
-The sense of the third dimension from two dimensional (retinal) images
-The extraction of relief from shadows
-The perception of movement
We only deal with the first objective here, how to define contours. Even this is very
contentious, since contours, by and of themselves, do not define an object. Contours

define a shape, but many objects are made up of many shapes: the face is made up of
eyes, nose, mouth; a car has wheels, windows, and so on.
Recognition of objects should be scale, translation and rotation invariant, just as they are
in human vision. This is a very complex problem, since numerous times an object is
occluded and many objects rarely appear the same twice.
Spectral descriptors overcome the problem of noise sensitivity and boundary variations
by analyzing shape in the spectral domain Spectral descriptors include Fourier
Descriptors and Wavelet Descriptors. They are derived from spectral transforms on 1-D
shape signatures. Shape signatures represent a shape by a one dimensional function
derived from shape boundary points, like complex coordinates, tangent angle or chord
length. (Zhang and Lu, 2004)
Several researchers have proposed the use of wavelet descriptors (WD) for shape
description. There have been successful attempts using wavelets to match features by
Boles and P’ng, 1997, and Boles and Tieng, 1997. Although WD has the advantage over
Fourier descriptors (FD) in that it is of multi-resolution in both spatial space and spectral
space, the increase of spatial resolution will certainly sacrifice frequency resolution. For
example, in Boles and Tieng, 1997, only wavelet coefficients of the few low frequencies
are used to represent shape and the number of matchings for similarity measurement is
not only large, but also dependent on the complexity of the shape, since the similarity
measurement is the all level shift matching of all the zero-crossing points of the wavelet
approximation of the shape. In addition, the more complicated matching scheme of
wavelet representation makes it less practical for matching. (Zhang and Lu, 2004)
The study of non-stationary signals, where transient events appear that cannot be
predicted (even statistically with knowledge of the past), necessitates techniques different
from Fourier analysis. These techniques, which are specific to the nonstationarity of the
signal, include wavelets of the "time-frequency" type, and wavelets of the "time-scale"
type. "Time-frequency" wavelets are suited, most specifically, to the analysis of quasistationary signals, while "time-scale" wavelets are adapted to signals having a fractal
structure. (Meyer, 1993)
But I decided to go with Fourier descriptors, due to the Meyer statement in the abstract
above (being an ideal tool), and since trials by me have found them faster, at least for this
project, although this may stem from my lack of experience in WD. For non-stationary
signals, I would have used WD.
2. Methodology
The area that was investigated was the Ohio State University campus. The idea of the
project was to take a photo of an area, convert it to digital format if it is not digital,
extract lines using some algorithm, define shapes extracted by the lines, and compare the
extracted shapes to a known database.

I used a photo of the Ohio State Campus in Columbus, Ohio. This was an aerial photo,
which was then scanned. I chose an aerial photo, since this had the added effect of having
distortions, and the object-matching algorithm could be put to the test to see how well it
matches an object in the database with a distorted version. The data that served as the
database was the GIS data of the Franklin County Auditor’s office. This is a positionally
highly accurate GIS, which is kept up to date. The Franklin County Auditor’s office has
been working on a GIS for property appraisal for the last 15 years; data is available from
the office in AutoCAD or ESRI format. Data can be ordered from the Auditor’s office.
The data is from January 2005. This is in Ohio State Plane projection, South Zone, NAD
83 datum. Units are in feet.

Fig. 1 Aerial photograph of Ohio State Campus
3 unique looking buildings were selected from the photo: Item 1: Drake Center, Item 2:
Ohio Stadium, Item 3: Schoenbaum Hall. The images of the OSU campus were taken on
March 6, 2000. A line extraction program and camera orientation program was written by
Taehun Yoon and Yushin Ahn from the Geodetic Science Dept. at the Ohio State

University. The extracted lines outlined these structures very nicely, and the endpoints of
the lines were then digitized manually. The camera orientation program helped line up
the photos with the Auditor’s data set. I used this as a check, to see if the extracted lines
line up with the Auditor’s data set. One piece of the puzzle that was missing was that the
extracted lines had to be manually connected. This was the only exemption allowed from
a wholly automated process. The line extraction worked great, but we are not at a point
where they can be connected to form the outline of the object.

Fig. 2 Ohio Stadium, enlarged

Fig. 3 Ohio Stadium, with Franklin County Auditor Data overlaid

Fig. 4 Ohio Stadium, with lines extracted from photo

Fig. 5 Ohio Stadium, lines over 25’ selected, and endpoints digitized

Fig. 6 Drake Performance and Event Center, enlarged

Fig. 7 Drake Performance and Event Center, with Franklin County Auditor Data overlaid

Fig. 8 Drake Performance and Event Center, with lines extracted from photo

Fig. 9 Drake Performance Center, lines over 25’ selected, and endpoints digitized

Fig. 10 Schoenbaum Hall, enlarged

Fig. 11 Schoenbaum Hall, with Franklin County Auditor Data overlaid

Fig. 12 Schoenbaum Hall, with lines extracted from photo

Fig. 13 Schoenbaum Hall, lines over 25’ selected, and endpoints digitized

3. Methodology
The coordinates of the vertices of the extracted lines and of the Auditor’s data set were
then transferred to a text file. The coordinates were then put into a text file in the
following format:
no. of points
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1
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2
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3
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1

1

x y
x y
…
x y
x y

The first and last points are the same, meaning that it is always a closed curve. The
number of sides on the digitized structure, which is actually a polyline now, is no. of
points-1 (since the first and last points are the same). From these polylines, sampled
points were taken along each element of the polyline, to increase the number of points
available. Also, each object had to have the same number of points to be able to use them
in an iterative least squares approach to calculate the error magnitude between each
object.
The number of harmonics calculated was set to half the number of resampled points in
this case.
The original points were read in, and then the polyline was resampled to create evenly
spaced points along its entire length. This was tricky, in that the resampling had to take
into account the existing points, and follow the individual elements of the
contour/polyline. 500 points were sampled for each feature. This is a little more than
twice the number of vertices on one of the objects (Ohio Stadium, with 196 vertices).
This was done to use the following idea (Zahn and Roskies, 1972):
Two periodic functions x(t) and y(t) can describe closed two-dimensional lines, and l is
the arc length from the starting point, to a point p, and L is the entire length of the closed
curve. This is then converted into an angular value by φ=2Π*l/L.
Once the sampling was complete, the harmonic values were calculated using (Von Frese,
1993):
n-1
=1/N∑s
Am
icos(2Πmi/N)
i=-n
where:
N is number of samples
si is the sampled value

n-1
Bm=1/N∑sicos(2Πmi/N)
i=-n
where:
N is number of samples
si is the sampled value
B

N=2n
N=2n
m=0..n
m=0..n
i= -n..n-1
i= -n..n-1
The sampled values range from s(-n) to s(n-1). There are always 500 sampled values (so i
= -250 to 249, includes 0).

The objects were reconstructed using:
n-1
si= A0+2∑( Am cos(2Πmi/N) + Bm sin(2Πmi/N))+ An cos(2Πmi/N)
m=1
i = -n..n-1
(Von Frese, 1993)
The x,y values were reconstructed independently, so there is an sxi and syi .
The harmonic values range from 0 to n (or 250 in this case).

Discussion:
In the discussion below, a and b represent the descriptors for the x values, and c and d
represent the descriptors for the y values.
Instead of matching spatial coordinates, the Fourier descriptors of each harmonic are
matched in the frequency domain (Zahn and Roskies, 1972). This way, the scale,
translation and rotation of each object is irrelevant, and finding corresponding points to
compare is of no importance.
The formulas used are (Schenk and Tseng, 1992):
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Eq. 1
The coefficients on the left are for the map object (Auditor’s data), on the right are for the
candidate object (from photo), where v is the residual.
Where:
S = Scale
Θ = rotation
Δt = phase shift

unknowns

Phase shift can be defined as a change in the starting point in the (x,y) coordinate pairs
that define the feature. The first point digitized is the starting point. If this point is
changed, then the shape of the feature will not be altered, however, it does change the
descriptors.
An iterative solution to least squares adjustment can be used to solve the unknowns in
this non-linear equation. The A matrix will be built from the values on the right hand side
of equation 1.
The A(4,3) matrix (columns shown as indentations, linearized by S, Θ and Δt):

ak cosΘ cos kΔt + bk cosΘ sin kΔt - ck sinΘ cos kΔt - dk sinΘ sin kΔt
S(-ak sinΘ cos kΔt - bk sinΘ sin kΔt - ck cosΘ cos kΔt - dk cosΘ sin kΔt)
Sk(-ak cosΘ sin kΔt + bk cosΘ cos kΔt + ck sinΘ sin kΔt - dk sinΘ cos kΔt)
bk cosΘ cos kΔt - ak cosΘ sin kΔt - dk sinΘ cos kΔt + ck sinΘ sin kΔt
S(-bk sinΘ cos kΔt + ak sinΘ sin kΔt - dk cosΘ cos kΔt + ck cosΘ sin kΔt)
Sk(-bk cosΘ sin kΔt - ak cosΘ cos kΔt + dk sinΘ sin kΔt + ck sinΘ cos kΔt)
ck cosΘ cos kΔt + dk cosΘ sin kΔt + ak sinΘ cos kΔt + bk sinΘ sin kΔt
S(-ck sinΘ cos kΔt - dk sinΘ sin kΔt + ak cosΘ cos kΔt + bk cosΘ sin kΔt)
Sk(-ck cosΘ sin kΔt + dk cosΘ cos kΔt - ak sinΘ sin kΔt + bk sinΘ cos kΔt)
dk cosΘ cos kΔt - ck cosΘ sin kΔt + bk sinΘ cos kΔt - ak sinΘ sin kΔt
S(-dk sinΘ cos kΔt + ck sinΘ sin kΔt + bk cosΘ cos kΔt - ak cosΘ sin kΔt)
Sk(-dk cosΘ sin kΔt - ck cosΘ cos kΔt - bk sinΘ sin kΔt - ak sinΘ cos kΔt)
Eq. 2
For first approximations (Schenk and Tseng, 1992), let (From eq. 1):
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Eq. 4
Then let:
C1 = S0*cosΘ0cos Δt0 - S0*sinΘ0sin Δt0 = S0cos(Θ0+ Δt0)
S1 = S0*cosΘ0sin Δt0 + S0*sinΘ0cos Δt0 = S0 sin(Θ0+ Δt0)
C2 = S0*cosΘ0cos2Δt0 - S0*sinΘ0sin2Δt0 = S0cos(Θ0+ 2Δt0)
S2 = S0*cosΘ0sin2Δt0 + S0*sinΘ0cos2Δt0 = S0 sin(Θ0+2Δt0)
Eq. 5
Therefore:
S0=√(C12+S12)
Θ0= 2arc tan(S1/C1) – arc tan(S2/C2)
Δt0= arc tan(S2/C2) – arc tan(S1/C1)
Eq. 6

Once these values from eq. 6 are calculated by an iterative method from eq. 2, the
residuals can be calculated. The mean error, from eq. 1, for the entire dataset is (Schenk
and Tseng, 1992):
v= (v
Eq. 7
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This number gives an objective comparison of the similarity for two shapes! The lower
the error, the more similar the two features are.
But, the results could be misleading, since the number of vertices for these different
objects is different, and more vertices could give a higher error. A simple “fuzzy logic”
program was started to handle these differences, but the idea had to be abandoned, at
least for now, due to the interesting results below. The idea was to train the fuzzy logic
program to see if it could detect any significance between the error magnitude and
number of vertices. Although fuzzy logic was not used for this project, it could be taken
up later.
Results:
The digital image and the Auditor’s data set were viewed with ESRI’s Arcview 9.1 GIS
software. The coordinates of the shapes were acquired using a short Visual Basic for
Arcview program.
The Fourier coefficients and the comparison algorithm were obtained by writing a C++
program on a Windows computer running on an INTEL 4 processor.
The run time to compare basic shapes outlined on the image took a few seconds. More
complex objects, like the contours with thousands of points, took about 30 seconds
(contours were used in testing the method). The following is the error table for the same
features extracted from the Auditor and Photo data set using 500 sample points (number
of vertices original in parenthesis):
Photo stadium (32)
Photo drake (23)
Photo hall (7)
Tab. 1

Aud. Stadium (196)
20 332
5 068
1 816

Aud. Drake (34)
25 376
3 034
1 893

Aud. Hall (11)
37 569
4 195
1 498

The following is the error table for the same features extracted from the Auditor and
Photo data set using 5000 sample points (number of original vertices in parenthesis):
Photo stadium (32)
Photo drake (23)
Photo hall (7)
Tab. 2

Aud. Stadium (196)
44 643
14 835
21 417

Aud. Drake (34)
26 190
4 850
846

Aud. Hall (11)
20 063
4 863
1 784

The errors are affected by the number of sample points; perhaps the more sample points
pick up redundant features, like straight lines, which throw the matching off, like when
zooming in too close to a feature, it is hard to tell what it is. This result was very
surprising, not expected at all!
A fuzzy logic controller was in consideration to be developed initially, but the results of
the larger number of sample points put this on hold, since the results between the two
samplings were quite different. The idea was that if the results were close, a fuzzy
controller could look at the original number of points, the error, and do a comparison to
see if the larger error was due to the larger number of original points, or something else.
This would have utilized the Fourier descriptors of each object.
For these simple objects, the results show a good correspondence between the shapes
with less sample points.
Conclusion:
Although this was a simplistic approach using simple objects, the results are encouraging.
The number of sample points affects the outcome. An objective magnitude of error is
given by this method after comparing two features, which could have promising
consequences in further development. The features, from two different sources, matched
up quite well, even with distortions from the aerial photo using less sample points.
Similar results were acquired when this method was later run on simpler objects, like
squares, triangles and trapezoids and more complex objects like contours: oversampling
gave erroneous results, while smaller samples gave correct results.
Further studies can be based on:
- Relationship of objects in scale space and their Fourier descriptors
Many images in Mobile Mapping Systems contain features whose scale varies from
infinity (above the horizon in the image) to those features which are a few feet away
from the perspective center. Also, with the movement of the vehicle, the scale of the
features changes from image to image.
- Richness of the information in Fourier descriptors
Is there a relationship between the Fourier descriptors and the features in represents?
- Matching of partial shapes
How well can this method be used to match partial features? Many features in an
image are occluded by other features. Can they be matched?
- Effects of shadows of line extraction
- Fourier and wavelet transform of entire images
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